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Coase Theory:

In the presence of externalities, it is not possible to attain optimum efficient equilibrium

solution under the market system. In the presence of externalities, the property right is not

specifically assigned. When the property right is not specifically assigned, than the market

system is failed and hence the optimum efficient equilibrium solution is not possible. Under

such circumstances, if the externalities can be internalized by the Government or any other

procedures, than it is possible to assigned the property right and thus the externalities can be

internalized which can lead to the level of optimum efficient equilibrium solution.

Assignment of property right is a critical issue. In this regard Nobel Prize Winner

Economist Ronald Coase developed a theory in 1960, known as Coase Theory which explains

about the assignment of property right to solve the problems like pollution. According to the

Coase theory, if the property right can specifically be assigned to the polluters or pollution

victims, than it is possible to obtain an efficient optimum equilibrium solution level towards

solving the problems like pollution. In this regard it is not important to whom the property

right would be assigned or given. According to him, the property right can be given to any

party, that is either to the polluters or to the pollution victims, but imposing property right to

any party it is possible to solve problems like pollution at optimum efficient equilibrium

level. The Coase Thorium is based on following assumptions:

(a) Both the producer and consumer are the price taker.

(b) The aim of the producer is to earn maximum profit and the aim of the consumer is to

have maximum level of satisfaction.

(c) The producer and consumer causes complete information.

(d) The transaction cost of pollution control is nill or zero.

On the basis of the above assumptions the Coase theory states that, by assigning the property

right to any party, that is either to the polluters or to the pollution victims, the problems like

pollution can be solved. To explain this theory, let us take an example as follows:

For example, let in a particular locality there is a river and an industry is established

in the locality. When the property right is not assigned to any party than both the parties, that

is the people in the locality and the industry will possess equal right to use the river. As such

the people in the locality would have the right to use the water of the river and on the other

hand, the industry also has the right to send its polluted residuals to the river which leads the

pollution in the river. Now, if the property right can be assigned to any party, than it is possible

to solve the problem of pollution in the river as well as in the locality. The property right of



the river can be assigned either to the industry, which is the polluter or to the people in the

locality, which are the pollution victims. By assigning the property right to any party it is

possible to reach the solution through bargaining between the polluters and pollution victims.

(a) Bargaining when the property right is assigned to the Polluter: If the property right of

the river is assigned to the polluters, that is the industry in the locality, than the polluter or the

industry would consider that it has the right to pollute the river by sending the pollutants and

hence the polluter or the industry will consider that sending the pollutants to the river is also

a part of its production activity. As such higher the level of production by the industry means

higher level of pollutants in the river and hence higher level of pollution of the river. On the

other hand due to the pollution in the river by the polluter, the negative externalities of pollution

will fall up on the people in the locality and hence they are pollution victims.

In such a situation since the property right is in the hand of polluter or the industry,

therefore, the pollution victims people would approach to the polluters or industry to control

and minimize the level of pollution in the river. Since property right is in the hands of the

polluter or industry therefore, at first the pollution victim people will initiate this process. As

a result the bargaining process between the polluter and pollution victim’s people will start

and at last an optimum efficient equilibrium level of solution can be attained to solve the

problems of pollution.

When initially the pollution victims people will approach to the polluters for

negotiation or bargaining process, than the pollution victims people will be willing to pay the

price to the polluter to control pollution which is just equal the amount of negative externalities

due to the production of additional unit of the commodity by the industry or polluter. In other

words the pollution victim’s people will prepare that price where the level of controlling

pollution is just equal to the level of negative externality of pollution. On the other hand, the

polluter or the industry will prepare to accept the price where the prices higher than the profit

level of the industry. Thus the bargaining process will start between both the parties. In this

regard –

The price which is prepared to pay by the pollution victims people is –

P < (MSC – MPC)

On the other hand the price that the industry or the polluter is prepared to accept is –

P > (MPB – MPC)

Thus the bargaining process will continue between the two parties under the following

conditions –

(MSC – MPC) > P > (MPB – MPC)

Now, this can be summarized as follows –

(MSC – MPC) > P > (MPB – MPC)

 MEC > P > M



Where MPC = Marginal Private Cost

MPB = Marginal Private Benefit

MEC = Marginal External Cost (Negative Externality like pollution)

P = Price

M = Marginal Profit

The bargaining process between both the parties will continue till the condition

MEC > P > M is satisfied and at last through this bargaining process a solution will be

reached when MEC = P = M . This can be explained in the following diagram –

DIAGRAM - A

In the diagram (A), MSC curve is the Marginal Social Cost Curve which is the sum

between MPC and MEC, that is MSC = MPC + MEC. Here MEC is the Marginal External

Cost or Negative Externality like pollution. To simplify the analysis, let us assumed that

there is no positive externality in case of the industry and hence Marginal External Benefit

(MEB) is zero, that is MEB = 0. Therefore, MPB and MSB curve are same or coincide. It can

be shown as follows –

Since, MSB = MPB + MEB

 MSB = MPB + 0, Since, MEB = 0

 MSB = MPB, MSB = Marginal Social Benefit.

Since, the property right of the river is in the hands of the polluter or the industry,

therefore, the industry has the right to pollute the river by sending the pollutants. Therefore,

the bargaining process will start from the OQ
1
 level of output or production which is the

maximum level of production of the industry. At OQ
1
 output level MPB and MPC curves are

intersecting at B and hence at this level MPB and MPC are equal and therefore –

MPB = MPC

 MPB – MPC = 0

 M  = 0
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Thus the bargaining process will start at OQ
1
 level of output and this bargaining

process between the two parties will continue between the output level OQ
1 
and OQ, where

the condition MEC > P > M  is satisfied. At last through this bargaining process between the

two parties the solution would be reached at the output level OQ. At OQ output level, the

MSB and MSC curves are intersecting at A and hence both are equal at A. Therefore, at A or

OQ output level –

MSC = MSB

 MPC + MEC = MPB + MEB

 MEC = M .

Moreover, at A or OQ output level the condition MEC = P = M  will be reached and

hence the bargaining process between the two parties will stop at this level.

Thus, by assigning the property rights to the polluter or the industry, it is possible to

reduce the production level of the industry from OQ
1
 to OQ output level through the bargaining

process and hence the pollution of the river will also be controlled due to the reduction of

production of the industry. As a result both the parties will be benefited from it and thus an

optimum efficient equilibrium solution can be attained through it.

Thus, according to the Coase theory, by assigning the property rights to the polluter it

is possible to solve problems like pollution.

(b) Bargaining when the property right is assigned to the Pollution victims:

If the property right of the river is assigned to the pollution victims, that is the pollution

victims people in the locality, than the people in the locality would consider that they have

the right to use the river or the industry will not have any right to pollute the river by sending

the pollutants. As such the people in the locality have the full right to have completely pollution

free water in the river.

In such a situation since the property right is in the hands of pollution victims people,

therefore, the industry or the polluter would approach to the pollution victims people initially

to obtain permission for using the river in its production activities. Since property right is in

the hands of the pollution victims people therefore, at first the industry or the polluter will

initiate this process of negotiation. As a result the bargaining process between the polluter

and pollution victim’s people will start and at last an optimum efficient equilibrium level of

solution can be attained to solve the problems of pollution.

When initially the polluter or the industry will approach to the pollution victims people

for negotiation or bargaining process, than the polluter or the industry will be prepared to pay

the price and the price that the pollution victims people is prepared to accept are as

follows —

The price which is prepared to pay by the industry or polluter is –



P < (MPB – MPC)

On the other hand the price that the pollution victims people is prepared to accept

is –

P > (MSC – MPC)

Thus the bargaining process will continue between the two parties under the following

conditions –

(MSC – MPC) < P < (MPB – MPC)

Now, this can be summarized as follows –

(MSC – MPC) < P < (MPB – MPC)

 MEC < P < M

Where MPC = Marginal Private Cost

MPB = Marginal Private Benefit

MEC = Marginal External Cost (Negative Externality like pollution)

P = Price

M = Marginal Profit

The bargaining process between both the parties will continue till the condition

MEC < P < M  is satisfied and at last through this bargaining process a solution will be

reached when MEC = P = M . This can be explained in the following diagram –

In the diagram (A), MSC curve is the Marginal Social Cost Curve which is the sum

between MPC and MEC, that is MSC = MPC + MEC. Here MEC is the Marginal External

Cost or Negative Externality like pollution. To simplify the analysis, let us assumed that

there is no positive externality in case of the industry and hence Marginal External Benefit

(MEB) is zero, that is MEB = 0. Therefore, MPB and MSB curve are same or coincide. It can

be shown as follows –

Since, MSB = MPB + MEB

 MSB = MPB + 0, Since, MEB = 0

 MSB = MPB,       MSB = Marginal Social Benefit.

Since, the property right of the river is in the hands of the pollution victims people,

therefore, the people have the right to use the river without pollution in the river. Therefore,

the bargaining process will start from the zero (0) level of output or production. At zero level

of output or production there will not any pollution from the pollutants emitted by the industry.

Thus the bargaining process will start at zero (0) level of output and this bargaining

process between the two parties will continue between the output level Zero
 
and OQ, where

the condition MEC < P < M  is satisfied. At last through this bargaining process between the

two parties the solution would be reached at the output level OQ. At OQ output level, the

MSB and MSC curves are intersecting at A and hence both are equal at A. Therefore, at A or

OQ output level –



MSC = MSB

 MPC + MEC = MPB + MEB

 MEC = M .

Moreover, at A or OQ output level the condition MEC = P = M  will be reached and

hence the bargaining process between the two parties will stop at this level.

Thus, by assigning the property rights to the pollution victims people, it is possible to

control the pollution level through the bargaining process and hence the pollution of the river

will also be controlled. As a result both the parties will be benefited from it and thus an

optimum efficient equilibrium solution can be attained through it.

Thus, according to the Coase theory, by assigning the property rights to the pollution

victims it is possible to solve problems like pollution.
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(a) Bargaining when the property right is

assigned to the Polluter

P < (MSC – MPC)

P > (MPB – MPC)

(MSC – MPC) > P > (MPB – MPC)

(MSC – MPC) > P > (MPB – MPC)

 MEC > P > M

MPC = Marginal Private Cost 

MPB = Marginal Private Benefit 

MEC = Marginal External Cost (Negative Externality like pollution)

    

P = Price 

M = Marginal Profit. 



MEC > P > M 

 MEC

= P = M (A)
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(b) Bargaining when the property

right is assigned to the Pollution victims

P < (MPB – MPC)

 –

P > (MSC – MPC)

 –

(MSC – MPC) < P < (MPB – MPC)

 –

(MSC – MPC) < P < (MPB – MPC)

 MEC < P < M

MPC = Marginal Private Cost 

MPB = Marginal Private Benefit 

MEC = Marginal External Cost (Negative Externality like pollution)

    

P = Price 

M = Marginal Profit. 



MEC < P < M  

MEC = P = M A

A MSC  Marginal Social Cost Curve  MPC  MEC

 MSC = MPC + MEC.  MEC Marginal External Cost or Negative

Externality 

(MEB)  MEB = 0  MPB  MSB 

MSB = MPB + MEB

 MSB = MPB + 0, Since, MEB = 0

 MSB = MPB,       MSB = Marginal Social Benefit.

OQ MEC < P < M  

OQ  OQ  MSB  MSC  A A

A  OQ  –

MSC = MSB

 MPC + MEC = MPB + MEB

 MEC = M .

A OQ  MEC = P = M , 
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Probable Question :

Explain the Coase Theory.

Or

“By assigning the Property Rights it is possible to solve the problems like Pollution” --

Following the Coase Theory explain the statement.


